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Miriam Cooke’s colorful study of identity in the modern Arabian Gulf expertly 
weaves together architecture, art, fashion, poetry, film, and other cultural artifacts 
to explore how the tribal fits in with the modern. Her argument upends a plethora 
of works on the Arabian Gulf and the Arab world that sharply, and as we learn, 
problematically, dichotomize between tradition and modernity. In Tribal Modern: 
Branding New Nations in the Arab Gulf, Cooke argues that rather than juxtaposing 
the two, “the tribal and the modern must be thought of together. . . . My argument 
throughout this book will be that the tribal is not the traditional and certainly not 
the primitive” (7). The motivation for the book, which covers the United Arab 
Emirates, Qatar, and to a lesser extent Kuwait and Bahrain, is based on the rapid 
modernization process that the Arab Gulf states are undergoing, which has been 
paralleled by a fascinating concomitant cultural and societal revival of the idea and 
spectacle of the seemingly ancient “tribe.” Cooke’s chapters explain everything from 
the highly cosmopolitan environment that has molded the Gulf since ancient times, 
to the use of blood and DNA as a way of distinguishing the “nation” from its 
expatriate-laborer outsiders, to the modern form of the idea of the tribe and how 
Gulf nations approach “national branding.” 

Cooke’s take on the seemingly awkward balance of new and old in the Gulf is 
novel and intriguing. Every chapter begins with a well-chosen anecdote or quote that 
gives a glimpse into the cultural context in which the tribal and modern collide. The 
first several chapters explore the ideas of tribal and national identity in terms of both 
their juxtaposition to the numerous foreign expatriates, who generally outnumber 
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native Gulf citizens, and their use in establishing the right to citizenship. Despite 
the fact that the Gulf States had relatively similar characteristics at the time of their 
independence, Cooke explores with gusto how they have forged the creation and 
spectacle of their own identities by embellishing and often revising a past that did 
not necessarily exist. Among the intriguing examples in the book are the author’s 
descriptions of modern camel races and pearling, what she calls “heritage sports,” 
where she illuminates the extent to which their modern form differs from the ancient 
forms. Camel racing exemplifies just how much the role of the camel has changed: 
once “an integral part of tribal life, providing transport, wool, milk, and meat, as well 
as occasional spectacles, today the camel lives sequestered from the daily life of the 
people” (105). Today’s camel races take place in stadia with big screens and include 
poetry recitals and displays of tribal icons like tents. Likewise, the pearl diving that 
helped sustain pre-oil Gulf economies has been romanticized despite the very real 
hardships it caused pearl divers because of the highly dangerous nature of the job. 
These forms of nostalgia, argues Cooke, are exactly the material that Gulf historical 
memory is made of—but it is a carefully crafted version of history: “Nostalgia for 
the simulacrum—longing for a past that never was—projects a pristine past that 
corrects confusion” (118). 

Among the most original contributions of the book is Cooke’s use of a survey 
tool she designed to ask respondents to describe tribalism in their own words. 
Thirty men and women, aged eighteen to thirty, responded online to a series of 
questions about tribal status and marriage outside the tribe. While this is not a large 
enough number to be a representative sample, it is a highly interesting part of her 
argument. To Cooke’s surprise most of the respondents filled in the optional tribal 
name question and were open as to whether they identified as more urban (hadhar) 
or tribal (badu). Cooke sprinkles a few answers from the surveys throughout the 
book, and they give real insight into how young citizens conceive the tribal-modern 
fusion she suggests exists. The survey quotations were a welcome break from other 
parts of the book, which are characterized by extensive quotes from other authors’ 
arguments on the Gulf. At times these read like a rather dense and long literature 
review. The author’s presentation of Gulf poetry also helps give a sense of what 
citizens of Gulf nations think about their own identity, although one suspects 
that the respondents are a select elite who may not share the perceptions of the 
majority.

A major theme in the latter half of the book is Cooke’s use of the term 
barzakh, from Islamic history and culture, as a metaphor for the space in between 
the tribal and the modern. In a rather dense but fascinating fourth chapter, Cooke 
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defines barzakh, “a Qurʾanic term that variously designates the metaphysical 
space between life and the hereafter and also the physical space between sweet and 
salt water,” as a way to describe the type of border thinking, or intersection of 
indigenous and outsider, one must understand when considering the tribal and 
the modern (71). The following chapters expertly weave this concept to describe 
national branding. The breadth of her examples, from architecture to norms of dress, 
is very impressive and suggests a deep familiarity with her subject. On the cutting 
edge of research about the Gulf, a final chapter on “Gendering the Tribal Modern” 
(Chapter 8) argues that “between the spaces of convergence and indeterminacy 
in the Gulf, a new phenomenon demands attention: a gender barzakh” in which 
cross-dressing and public homosexuality are being practiced in public spaces for the 
first time (144). Her fascinating discussion of the “boyahs” one now sees around 
the Gulf—homosexual women who blatantly dress as men in public—suggests 
this phenomenon is less about homosexuality than about a strategic intention to 
transgress gender norms and live in the liminal space (149).

Despite the convincing use of culture to demonstrate Cooke’s argument about 
the fusion of tribal and modern, the book leaves the reader wondering about the 
politics that precede or follow from such blatant identity construction. Chapter 3, 
“The Idea of the Tribe,” briefly addresses the ways in which the tribe and ideas of 
tribal loyalty and justice were cultivated by rulers over time as a way of managing 
populations. This chapter presented the author with an opportunity to expand upon 
the autocratic ruling families who have strategically revived tribalism as a means of 
staying in power, but it seldom went further. Reading this book, one has to ask 
about where the agency lies in all of this—that is, who is ordering the building of 
national mosques, museums, and heritage cities that tell a particular story about 
Gulf nations and why. One has to wonder to what extent tribal modernity is used 
as a strategy of rule. Another question that arises is whether citizens are just passive 
recipients of an official culture promoted by their governments. Indeed, redefining 
or aggrandizing the tribe is not only about authenticity; it is in fact in many senses 
a means of government—a way to imbue rulers who would otherwise have no 
legitimacy, since they do not share power, with a legitimacy based on heritage in lieu 
of one based on participatory politics. 

Not all Gulf countries have so successfully fused the tribal and the modern in 
the political realm. One state that comes to mind but that is underrepresented in the 
book is Kuwait. Perhaps this is because it contradicts the argument by showing where 
the tribal and the modern are strongly juxtaposed, a condition partially exacerbated 
by the state itself, and what the political consequences of this may be (in general, 
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political chaos). It is widely known that Kuwait naturalized tens of thousands of 
Saudi tribesmen in the 1960s and 1970s to offset the demographic threat of Arab 
nationalists. The growth in the number of citizens of tribal heritage, who along with 
tribes that predated Kuwait’s 1961 independence now represent around 60 percent 
of Kuwait’s population, led to Kuwait’s own cultural tribal-modern fusion; but it 
also had distinct political effects. Although the tribes were given full citizenship and 
voting rights as a quid pro quo for voting for the ruling al-Sabah family, they were 
not fully integrated into the state in several realms, including housing,1 and have 
been subject to general levels of discrimination by a state that gave top positions 
to early settled urbanites (hadhar). Emboldened by corruption and a political 
environment in which they could organize (unlike the Emirates and Qatar, which 
have scant outlets for dissent), the tribes of Kuwait emerged as the backbone of the 
opposition movement that led to the resignation of former Prime Minister Nasser 
al-Muhammad in November 2011, during Kuwait’s offshoot of the Arab Spring.2 
The point to be made here is that even if nations construct a historical, cultural 
narrative of tribal legitimacy, the cultivation of modern tribal identity comes from 
somewhere (that is, from regimes) and may have distinct political effects too.

Nevertheless, despite the lack of politics in Cooke’s narrative, the reader is 
thoroughly convinced by the conclusion that Cooke has stumbled on a better 
way of characterizing the trajectory of modern Gulf city-states than others have. 
Tribal Modern is fascinating to read and will become an important foundational 
text in Near Eastern studies, history, and anthropology that allows us to rethink the 
traditional framing of culture in the Middle East as a dichotomous duel between 
East and West. 

Where Cooke lacks an assessment of the political causes and effects of the 
modern tribal culture she describes, in Sectarian Politics in the Gulf, Fred Wehrey 
has penned a volume on the causes and consequences of sectarianism in Bahrain, 
Saudi Arabia, and Kuwait that is all about politics. Wehrey argues that despite 
having some roots in critical international junctures such as the Iranian Revolution 
and the 2003 fall of Saddam Hussein, each nation’s individual response draws 
on its domestic institutions and a combination of “populism, rejectionism, and 
pluralism” (4). Certainly regional events and transnational influences matter, but 
Wehrey locates “the causal roots of this politicization (the so-called Shiʿa revival) in 
the domestic distribution of power in the Gulf states themselves—specifically, the 
exclusion of the Shiʿa from governance and economic resources and the capacity (or 
incapacity) of the state’s institutions” (8). One byproduct of this is that regimes may 
willingly sectarianize because they derive political dividends from exaggerating the 
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links their Shiʿa have with Iran. Specifically, emphasizing the sectarian character of 
Shiʿi political mobilization and exaggerating links with Iran are intended to divide 
the Shiʿa from Sunni activists and limit the ability of reform movements to mobilize 
in general.

Wehrey expertly deals with the issue of Shiʿi populations and the alleged 
threat they pose to regimes. Worries about the domestic loyalty of the Shiʿa stem 
from the doctrine of marjaʿ al-taqlīd (source of emulation) by which Shiʿa follow 
religious leaders of their choice in any country. “Because the authority of the 
marjaʿ is theoretically not limited by national borders, the institution has proven 
problematic for Shiʿa integration by fueling Sunni suspicions of Shiʿa disloyalty to 
the state,” particularly whether such authority should be political as well or remain 
narrowly religious in character (xv). Here Wehrey emphasizes the importance of 
splits within a far-from-monolithic Shiʿi community about whether or not their 
movements should be political. Generally speaking, the Shiraziyyin (followers of 
the marjaʿ Muhammad al-Shirazi), as a result of their leader’s dissatisfaction with 
Ayatollah Khomeini, were more apolitical and non-confrontational toward the 
states that harbored them following the Iranian revolution, but a group of Daʿwa-
inspired Shiʿa who have variously claimed Iran’s now-deceased Ayatollah Khomeini 
or current Supreme Leader Khamenei as their spiritual source of authority have 
historically been viewed as more threatening to the state. 

After briefly explaining conditions in each country and the region on the 
eve of the Iranian Revolution, Wehrey focuses on sectarianism in each country, 
from the period after the fall of Saddam Hussein in 2003 until the Arab Spring. 
Each case gets an unbiased and thorough treatment that demonstrates the author’s 
extensive understanding of national politics. Despite the near-constant threatening 
environment in the region, the cases have different outcomes. Bahrain and Saudi 
Arabia are often the most adept at using heightened sectarianism to discredit Shiʿi 
opposition, whereas Kuwait, confronting rising levels of societal sectarianism in 
the past decade, has protected its Shiʿa and used them as a bulwark against Sunni 
Islamist opposition movements. 

The main takeaway from all the cases is that despite the different outcomes, 
each regime is the most scared of broad-based, cross-sectarian opposition to its rule. 
Here Wehrey concludes that

the so-called rise of the Shiʿa in the wake of Saddam Husayn’s fall did not create 
sectarianism in the Gulf. Although the Gulf Shiʿa took a degree of inspiration from 
the actions of their coreligionists in Iraq, Iran, and Lebanon, they ultimately strove 
for greater rights in a nonsectarian, nationalist framework, cooperating with Sunni 
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Islamists and liberals. What is qualitatively different about the post-2003 period 
is the intensity of threat perception by Gulf regimes and Sunni elites. It was this 
perception that fueled regime attempts to stifle meaningful political change through 
cosmetic reforms and by stoking sectarianism [in Saudi Arabia and Bahrain]—a 
bankrupt strategy that left a younger generation of Shiʿa increasingly embittered and 
sparked the protests of early 2011, which have yet to fully abate. (207–208)

Other interesting variables described in each chapter include splits within each 
country’s Shiʿi movement (mentioned above), divisions occurring not only between 
those who are pro- or anti-Iran but also with regard to whether or not they ought 
to participate in reformist politics in general. 

The sources utilized in all three cases are excellent and include Arabic and 
English as well as many personal interviews conducted by Wehrey during the years 
2006 through 2011. The writing is very well organized and blends history and 
politics with ease. Rather than sharply dichotomizing the international and the 
domestic, Wehrey shows how international turning points, such as the Iranian 
revolution and the fall of Saddam Hussein, play out on each home territory with 
Shiʿi populations that are far more domestically focused and autonomous from Iran 
than the lay person would think. Another conclusion presented in this book is that 
when focusing on Iran, transnational ties, and the international roots of conflict in 
the Gulf, outsiders miss out on the key domestic dynamics that inform how these 
issues play out locally.

If there is any criticism at all that can be made of Wehrey’s book, it is that 
he does not take his argument further to explain the region more seriously and 
attempt to generalize about the rise of sectarianism beyond these three cases in the 
Gulf. Wehrey’s is the first political study of sectarianism in the Gulf, and this reader 
would like to see him place his findings within the context of theoretical literature 
on identity politics, ethnic cleavage formation, and the growing body of literature 
in international relations about the so-called “second-image reversed” that theorizes 
how the international system affects domestic politics. In this sense the book has 
much broader implications than the Gulf cases alone. It suggests that the Sunni-
Shiʿi schisms in the Islamic world that outsiders view as fundamentally primordial 
are, like ethnic politics in most places, largely political constructs used by elites 
and regimes for strategic purposes. Another connection that could have been made 
explicit is the link between the influence of the semi-authoritarian context of all 
three states—with Kuwait being the most open and Saudi Arabia being the least—
and the development of sectarianism in each case. Was there something about 
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Kuwait’s institutions that made the outcome less sectarian? Elements of the answers 
lie within the book, but the author does not draw out their larger implications.

Political theory aside, this book may be of great interest to policy makers and 
media personalities who pull the Iran card as a catchall to explain Sunni-Shiʿi 
relations in what Wehrey has definitively demonstrated is a far more complex and, 
more importantly, domestic playing field.

Madeleine Wells 
George Washington University

mhwells@gwmail.gwu.edu
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